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The Rally Bohemia – who has collected the Road Book?

Press Release no. 24
Mladá Boleslav, 12th July 2012

Yesterday and today competitive crews were collecting the Road Books in Mladá 
Boleslav for getting to know the track of the 39th Rally Bohemia during reconnaissance.

Collecting the Road Books for the 39th Rally Bohemia by registered crews has been closed 
today. None from previously announced top competitive drivers is missing. One of the first 
ones collecting the Road Book was the Norwegian driver Mads Ostberg.

Also both team members from the factory’s Škoda Motorsport Team, Juho Hänninen and 
Jan Kopecký together with their co-drivers, are also present, as well as other top drivers 
from the Mediasport Intenational Rally Chapionship of the Czech Republic.

Finally there are 82 crews in total starting in the FIA European Rally Cup – Central. Crews 
number 17, 45, 49, 80, 83, and 84 have excused themselves. Same happened in the DRS 
with the crews number 204 and 214. In the Historic Show group the only thing we know so 
far is that we won’t see in Mladá Boleslav the Czech premiere of the car Metro 6R4 from 
B class. John Marwood supposed to bring it from Scotland, unfortunately he got a heart 
attack, from which he recovers now. The Rally Bohemia Organizers wish him all the best to 
get well soon and early return back behind the steering wheel of a competitive car. There is 
a slight change by the crew H5, where initially planned Audio Quattro A2 was replaced by 
Audi Sport Quattro from B class. It sure is a delightful replacement.

General partner of the Rally Bohemia is the Škoda Auto automobile factory, which provides 
a representative background and also seeds into the competition factory’s crews driving in 
Škoda Fabia S2000 cars.
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